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would require descriptions of rain at different usually smaller
scales and . For example, rain radar maps are typically
produced every or
. However, network planners and
designers of physical layer fade mitigation techniques [3][4]
would require knowledge of rain variations over much shorter
time scales of the order of the second or even less.
Typically, rain plays a significant role in radio wave
propagation and inherits high variability in both space and
time [5]. This has caused intriguing challenges to satellite
system planners and designers. Thus, better understanding of
rain variations, together with the detailed knowledge of spacetime scaling of rainfield characteristics, particularly at the
smaller scales, is of importance to radio wave transmissionoriented applications. Because of this the modeling of rainfield
variability is of vital importance to rain-induced attenuation [6]
as well as for the prediction of communication systems
performance. Given that rain modeling at varying scales gives
cause to substantial differences in impact on radio propagation,
Valeria. Et al [7] examined the variability of rain in a wide
range of time scales from
to
. Luini and
Capsoni in [8] investigated the space- and time- averaging of
rainfall rate to obtain the spatial correlation with different
scale dependencies. In particular, our previous work [9]
developed a set of equations that enabled the prediction of
space-time estimates of so-called “key characteristics” with a
high level of accuracy throughout the whole range of distances
and/or time lags. All these can be used by the rainfield
simulator to yield attenuation fields spanning a range of space
and time scales. An interesting model is proposed by Bell [10]
based on some constraints, i.e. rainfield is spatially
homogeneous and isotropic. As a result, rain rate can be
reasonably generated from a portion of a Gaussian field
( ) that exceeds a threshold. Then later in [11], Kundu and
Bell developed a statistical model that can study the
correlation functions of rain in space and time simultaneously.
In consequence they introduced a stochastic fractional
diffusion model and studied the scaling behavior of both areaaveraged and time-averaged rain statistics [12]. They found
that the second moment rainfields statistics exhibit invariance
under the combined rescaling of the space-time variables. In
2011, Kundu and Siddani [13] explored the dependence of
probability of zero-rain on the area- and/or time-averaged
scales variations and proposed an exponential formula to fit
the measurements and which provides excellent
approximation. A particular example is our recent
development [14] (as extension of [9]) that focused on the

Abstract—This paper presents a new comprehensive spacetime model of rainfall rate and its associated rainfield synthesizer
called GRAM (Grid Rain Attenuation Model). A great deal of
care is placed on explicitly including the rain/no rain condition so
that the planning and simulation of high frequency radio wave
communication systems can be achieved with full consideration
of rain intermittency effects. We also look in some details at the
modification of first and second order statistical descriptions of
the rain precipitation rate upon application of space and time
integration to point rainfall rate.
Index Terms—rain, satellite, model, propagation, radio wave,
simulation, stochastic.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

AIN attenuation is a major impairment for wireless line of
sight communications above 10 GHz as often used for
high frequency satellite links or microwave terrestrial links
[1]. So the users‟ communication needs and weather condition
are required to be taken into account in the design of next
generation of satellite systems.
The experimental characterization of rain based on
measurements (e.g. using rain gauges or rain radars) at
different integration scales is extremely important to
communication systems design [2] since as we shall show
shortly, integration over different space and time scales
changes the first and second order characteristics of rainfall
rate and thus space and time averaging will change raininduced attenuation on radio links. The present paper therefore
addresses the likely scenario that measurements of
precipitation at spatial scales say and or alternatively first
and second order statistical information about precipitation for
scales and are available to the communication systems
engineer but the realistic planning and design of systems
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( ), the non-linear transformation:

space-time averaging on the dynamic-statistical properties of
rainfields. It shows that scaling of rain has great impact on
rainfields simulation and more remarkably, the proposed
statistical model and interpolation approach can provide
reasonable estimations of rain properties at high space-time
resolutions up to
in time domain and
in space
domain. Similar work has been done by other researchers, but
they only focused on a specific rain property, i.e. the spatial
correlation function of rain (see [8]) or the probability of rain
occurrence (see [15]). The ever-growing demand for
characterizations of rainfield at multi-resolutions, particularly
at smaller scales, is a major requirement of communication
networks. This paper introduces a new space-time model that
investigates how the rainfield, as well as its relating properties,
change with varying integration lengths in space and time
domains.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II,
we introduce a space-time model for point rainfall rate. We
also describe in details the space-time specifications and field
synthesis. In section III, we investigate the scaling in the space
and time domain for interpolation of the rainfields together
with the description relating to the fractional rainy area. A set
of equations useful for the prediction of rain attenuation for
satellite and terrestrial links are provided in Section IV.
Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
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and the joint pdf of the Gaussian field takes the form (see
[17])
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and obviously | |
. The correlation coefficient
of
point rainfall rate is thus computed as (note that the numerator
is the covariance function ):
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If alternatively we know the correlation of rainfall rate, we
can obtain the correlation of the Gaussian field using the
( ). We note that Eq. (9) can be
functional inverse
rearranged to * ( ) ( )+
.

where denotes the probability of occurrence of rain at
) are the two parameters required for
point
and (
specifying the statistics of rain when
. We also remark
that is also the long run probability of rain on a rain map
with total area
i.e.
, here
stands for
the rainy area within the studied area. It is straightforward to
find that the first and second order moments of rainfall rate are:
* +

/

which we concisely write:

(1)
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( ) where we introduce the
i.e. by choosing
functional inverse of the complementary error function ( ).
It is important to note that transformation (5) allows to link
the correlation coefficient of the Gaussian field with that of
the rain field denoted by . In particular, for two Gaussian
zero mean unit variance random variables
and h, the
correlation function of rainfall rate is obtained through a
double integral [17]:

A. Statistical model description
We are interested in the rainfall rate ( ) at point where
,
- represents the two spatial coordinates on the
horizontal plane and represents the time variable. On the
long run, the statistic of rainfall rate is assumed to be
conditionally lognormal [1][16], i.e. it has a mixed density
function:
{

.

(

will produce a rain field with the pdf in Eq. (1) provided we
choose the threshold
so that:

II. SPACE-TIME MODEL OF POINT RAINFALL RATE
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Let us consider a Gaussian field ( ) with zero mean and
unit variance. On the long run, over many Gaussian
maps

Fig. 1: Plot of 𝜌𝑅
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A typical example of the computation of ( ) is shown in
Fig. (1) for particular values of the main statistical parameters
(
) of rainfall rate. We also note that ( ) is very well
approximated by a fifth order polynomial:
( )

∑

The time (auto-) covariance function of the Gaussian field
( )
( )/ . (
)
(
)/1
denoted
0. ( )
|
| can be computed using the inverse Fourier
with
transform:

(10)

( )

which is important to numerically convert the Gaussian
correlation function to that of rainfall rate (In our particular
example the polynomial coefficients are
.
,
. .
,
.
,
. 9
,
.
,
.
). As we will shortly see, we use this
polynomial conversion extensively to describe and validate the
model/synthesizer described below. Obviously, this
polynomial fit must be recomputed for each set of model
).
statistical input parameters(
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yielding:
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We need to have unit variance for zero time lags so
(
) . Using Eq. (10), we can transform the
correlation in Eq. (16) to get the time autocorrelation of
rainfall rate. This is displayed in Fig. (2). We have also plotted
the best fit exponential to the temporal correlation of rainfall
which is clearly very good. This indicates that, to a very good
approximation, the temporal correlation of rainfall rate can be
assumed to have a second order spectral density function. We
also remark that the rain correlation function is much more
accurate than that of the Gaussian variable.

B. Space-time specifications and field synthesis
In this paper, we consider a space-time separable space-time
model of rainfall rate, for example the model proposed by Bell
[10]. In particular, we assume that the time variations of the
( )(the independent variable is
Gaussian field ( )
(
)
and that
is a 2D Gaussian field a spatial correlation
function to be described later) is time differentiable and that it
satisfies the double stochastic PDE (Partial Differential
Equation):
( ) ( )

( )

∫

(11)

where the forcing function ( ) is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
( ) described by the
process driven by a Wiener process
Ito SDE (Stochastic Differential Equation):
( )

( )

( )

(12)

The model input parameters ( ) is a location-dependent
quantitative descriptor for the temporal characteristics of rainfields. We note that the model allows for a different value of
at each location. Time constant
is chosen to be small
compared to the expected smallest time scales associated with
precipitation processes. The standard deviation
of the
Wiener process is chosen so that the variance of ( ) is unity.
Numerically, the exact stepping formula for ( ) can be
derived from solving and then discretizing Eq. (12):
( )

( )√

( )

Fig. 2: Temporal correlation function of the Gaussian field, the
rainfall rate and its associated exponential best fit with 𝛽
.
s.

In order to complete the model, we now need to describe
the spatial spectrum of the precipitation field. In GRAM, all
the field in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) have the same spatial
spectrum ( ) where we assume that the rain field is isotropic
space homogeneous and thus in
its correlation function
( ) can be obtained from the spatial spectral density
function using [18]:

(13)

where ( ) is a time-domain uncorrelated Gaussian zero
mean unit variance random matrix and
is the simulation
time-step resolution. This, with the discretized version of Eq.
(11) forms the core of the temporal synthesis for the spacetime rainfiled simulator.
It is straightforward to demonstrate that the steady-state
temporal spectral density function ( ) of the Gaussian
field at location is of second-order and is given by:
(

)

( )
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denotes the angular spatial frequency.

The radial spatial spectral density function is chosen to be:
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where ( ) denotes the modified Bessel function of the
second kind. Thus, for
and ̃
:
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rainfield map ( ) spanning a
area is
displayed in Fig. 4. The probability of rain occurrence was set
to 9 . One can see quite a deep rain event in the top right
corner with a peak rainfall rate of the order of
with
a characteristic size of about
.

̃

(19)

Using Eq. (10) we can easily obtain the radial spatial
correction function ( ) of rainfall rate itself. This is plotted
in Fig. (3) where we show the theoretical correlation function
of rainfall rate

( )

. ( )/ (solid line) obtained from

Eq. (19) assuming the parameters ̃

.

and ̃

.

III. INTEGRATED RAINFALL RATE FIELDS

.

A. Space and time averaging
In practice, the rainfield space-time data produced by for
example rain radar systems is averaged over a duration and
over an area of size
. We should therefore look into the
impact of integration time and integration length on the first
and second order statistical characteristics of precipitation rain
fields. This is particularly useful in order to re-scale in space
or time exponentially gathered data that has the wrong space
or time resolution for the particular study of interest. Time
interpolation or space interpolation (otherwise known as
down-scaling) of rainfall rate fields can be seen as inverse
operations.
Let us first consider the time averaging over a duration
(we can call this temporal resolution) of the precipitation rate
over successive time
wide intervals located at
with
defined by:

Fig. 3: Spatial correlation function 𝑐𝑅 (𝑟) of rainfall rate derived from
the Gaussian correlation given in Eq. (19) with 𝑎̃
.
and
𝑛̃
. .

(

We also compare this theoretical spatial correlation function
( ) of
with the empirical radial correlation function
rainfall rate measured from rain radar maps obtained by the
UK NIMROD network which takes the form:
( )
̃

̃
̃ | |̃

)

(

∫
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Since we assume that the space-time rainfall rate process is
time-homogenous, it is straight forward to verify that
, ( ), ( )which thus on the long-term
, (
)( ) of the
equals Eq. (2). The variance
time-averaged precipitation rate is more interesting since
(using Eq. (9) and [17]):

(20)

where good experimental fit was obtained for ̃
. and
. in the region in the vicinity of Portsmouth (UK) [9].
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where
is the variance of point rainfall rate as given in Eq.
(4) and the temporal correlation function of the Gaussian field
is given in Eq. (16). This allows us to introduce the variance
( )

reduction function ( )
( )
Fig. 4: Simulated spatial rainfall rate field in 𝑚𝑚 with 𝑓
. 9,
𝑚
. , σ
. obtained upon application of the turning band
algorithm, here the pixel resolution is 𝑘𝑚.

:

∫ .

/ . ( )/

(23)

that describes how the point variance of rainfall rate is
affected by the integration time. Function ( ) is plotted in
Fig. (5) and shows that integrating the precipitation over a
period of hours would reduce the point variance by a factor
of about . The variance reduction function is particularly
useful to rescale the variance. For example, if rainfall rate was
measured by a system with integration time and we would
like to estimate the variance we would get for another
integration time then based on our definitions we can use the

The comparison shows excellent match over the whole
range of distances. In order to produce space-time fields, the
GRAM simulator must first produce an initial rainfield map
with the required spatial correlation function ( ). There are
many ways of achieving this and we present one algorithm
called the Tuning Band Method in the Appendix. A typical
4
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transformation formula
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(

(

)
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over a square area of
and is given by
The spatial variance reduction function is:

.

)
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. (|
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|)/
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where this time we use the isotropic spatial correlation
function given in Eq. (19). We display ( ) in Fig. (7). Like
for the time integration case, the spatial variance reduction
function can help the experimenter rescale the rainfall rate
variance. In particular, if one knows the rain variance
( ) at scale , the variance at scale is obtained using
( )

( )

( )

( )

.

Fig. 5: Variance scaling function γ(𝑇) showing the reduction factor
of the rainfall rate variance as a function of the integration time 𝑇.

It is also quite straightforward to generalize slightly Eq. (22)
to get the temporal correlation function of the time-integrated
rainfall rate:
( )

( )

( (|

∫ ∫

|))

(24)

This has been computed for different integration times from
to
and is displayed in Fig. (6). Our particular
results indicate that the time correlation function is invariant
and thus distinguishable for
to
. However, for
larger integration times there starts to be more and more
significant differences indicating that the dynamic
characteristics of rainfall rate time-series will become much
slower with long range dependence.

Fig. 7: Variance scaling function γ(𝐿) showing the reduction factor of
the rainfall rate variance as a function of the spatial resolution 𝐿.

Since by assumption, the GRAM model is space-time
) of rainfall rate,
separable, the space-time variance (
which gives the rainfall rate variance at arbitrary space and
time resolutions is defined by:
(

)

( ) ( )

(27)

from which we introduce the space-time variance scaling
function:
(
(

A similar analysis can be applied for the space integrated
rainfall over a square of size
(i.e. denotes the space
resolution) described by the double integral:
)

∫

∫

(

)

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

(28)

This general transformation will prove extremely useful for
converting meteorological statistical databases of rainfall
variances obtained at a (presumably) large space-time
resolution to a smaller resolution, more in line with the
planning requirements of communication systems (e.g. down
to scales of the order of a few tens of meters and time intervals
of the order of the second). After suitable changes of variable
(see [17]), it can be shown that the spatial correlation function
takes the form:
|
|
(
)
∫
∫
(
)

Fig. 6: Time correlation function of integral rainfall rate for different
integration times from 𝑇
𝑠 to 𝑇
.

(

)
)

(

(25)

|

|
)

.√

/

)
It is clear that this is symmetrical and thus (
(
)
( ) where
denotes a spatial displacement.
This is plotted in Fig. (8) for different spatial resolution .

(
)
with
. While space integration does not
, ( )- of
impact on the mean rainfall rate, the variance
the integrated rainfield is modified by the integration process
5
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the authors in [9] also found that rain intermittence in the time
domain also obeys the same experimental formula:
(

)

(

)

(30)

The best fit with experimental rain radar data is exemplified
in Fig. (10).

Fig. 8: Spatial correlation function of spatially-integrated rainfall rate
for different spatial scales 𝐿 between
𝑚 and
𝑘𝑚.

In order to conclude this section, we now look at the impact
of space and time averaging on rain intermittence. Rain
occurrence is a very sporadic process in both space and time.
However, in the ontext of the stochastic field model presented
in this paper, rain intermittency is mostly covered through the
rain occurrence probability
that defines the mixed
distribution given in Eq. (1). It seems quite difficult to propose
a physical model for rain intermittence. Instead, it is more
expeditious to recourse to experimental results as a basis to a
phenomenological description of rain intermittence. In [9] the
authors studies gridded rain radar maps from the UK
NIMROD rain radar networks to produce the following
experimental function for rain spatial intermittence (based on
data for the whole year 2008 with integration time of
):
(

)

(

)

Fig. 10: Probability of rain occurrence for different temporal integration
scales. The experimental points were obtained from UK NIMROD rain
radar maps for Portsmouth in the southern UK. The best fit is based on
the parameters 𝑓
. 9, 𝑒
.
and 𝑔
. .

We note that independently and at about the same time as
the authors in [9], Kundu and Siddani in [13] found the
exactly the same empirical equations for the probability of rain
occurrence based on raingauge data. They also interestingly
try and provide a phenomenological Markov chain type model
for explaining the form of Eq. (29) and Eq. (30).
In view of the above, it therefore seems adequate to
combine these two equations to give the space-time prediction
formula for the rain occurrence probability at all space and
time averaging scales:

(29)

where for the southern UK, the empirical constants are:
. 9,
.
and
. and is in
. The
goodness of fit is demonstrated in Fig. (9).

(

)

(

)

(31)

and thus we obtain the space-time scaling formula for rain
intermittence:
(
(

)
)

(

)

(

(32)

)

We have thus demonstrated that (i) the mean of rainfall rate
is invariant upon space-time integration and is equal to , the
mean of point rainfall rate. The variance of space-time
)
( ) ( ) where
integrated rainfall rate is (
is
the variance of point rainfall rate. The probability of rain
occurrence is given by Eq. (31). This implies that the
lognormal parameters of space-time integrated rainfall rate
depend on the space and time scales of integration i.e. the pdf
of space-time integrated rainfall rate is:

Fig. 9: Probability of rain occurrence for different spatial integration
scales. The experimental points were obtained from UK NIMROD
rain radar maps for Portsmouth in the southern UK. The best fit is
based on the parameters 𝑓
. 9, 𝑒
.
and 𝑔
. .

(
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(
√
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.

)
(
(

)
)
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and the two lognormal parameters for the „space-time‟
integrated pdf are:

It should be apparent that for small spatial integration scales
(
)
and also, ( ) monotonously
)
increases up to (
. Quite remarkably,
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( )

∫

The volume of collected rain for which the rainfall rate
satisfies
can be expressed by slightly modifying Eq. (41)
̅(
)
) ̅(
) . After suitable
giving (
substitution from previous equations, it is easy to verify that:
(

̅

)

( )

∫

(43)

Requiring that the total volume of rain is conserved we can
)
also write that (
where
is the map
average rainfall rate. So:

* |
+ denotes the average rainy area on
where ̅
. Let us denote the cdf of rainfall rate by ( )
)

)

̅(

(37)

(

/

where we have used the first mean value theorem for
evaluating the two integral. The quantity , ̅ - is called the
, the Area Time Integral. Eq. (41) indicates that the total
volume of rain is proportional to the average rainfall rate ̅
and the constant of proportionality is the
. Such a
relationship is described and experimentally verified by [19]
and [20]. Using some of their information, we shall now
demonstrate that this is equivalent to predicting Eq. (40). For
this, we also introduce the average rainfall rate for which
:

B. Fractional rainy area
In this section, we consider a 2D flat map
with total
geographical area
. At a particular instant in time typically
representative of expectable meteorological conditions, there
will be a population of rain cells covering a rainy area
scattered over
. Over many maps, we must have:

+

(39)

This equation is a mere statement that the areas associated
with larger rainfall rates tend to be smaller. This simple
expression can furthermore be generalized to arbitrary spatial
and temporal integration intervals by replacing the three
), (
) and (
) that
lognormal parameters by (
were described above.
We note that the analysis for the fractional rainy area has
been verified by experiments. In particular, the volume of rain
collected over a rainy area over a duration is:

Fig. 11: Complementary cumulative distribution function of rainfall
rate for different integration times (𝐿
𝑚). This includes rain
intermittence where we assume that 𝑓
. 9 for point rainfall rate.

|

(38)

)

.

(

̅

( )

∫

̅(

)

(36)

This is shown in Fig. (11) demonstrating the significance
reduction in exceeded (extreme) rainfall rates for small
percentages for increasing integration times. We also note that
1 second and 1 minute integration times yield very similar
distribution function. A similar pattern (for brevity not shown
in this paper) would be obtained when looking at the impact of
the spatial integration interval. Larger spatial intervals reduce
the probability of rain exceedence.

*

̅

)

We note that when
, the integral is unity and thus the
conditional rainy area for which
tends towards the total
̅
rainy area as required. We now introduce the fractional area
)
factor (
for which
over the whole map :

We have plotted the complementary cumulative distribution
of integrated rainfall rate for different integration periods
assuming a fixed small spatial integration interval i.e. we have
plotted:
*

must satisfy:

(

cdf

conditioned on the fact that it is actually raining
. The
cdf ( ) is thought of as the cdf of (above zero) rainfall rate
over the map
which by our model definition is lognormal
). Provided the total area
with parameters (
is large
enough, a typical map
will contain many rain storms or
rain cells at different stages of their evolution and thus we can
expect that the areal conditional pdf of rain over
will be
identical to that at a point on
over a long time. In fact, we
̅ for which
)
can expect that the conditional area ̅ (

)

̅(

)

(

)

∫
∫

( )
( )

(44)

The integral in the denominator is just the mean rainfall rate
, |
conditioned on actual rain occurring i.e. ̅
.

/. Using Eq. (2), we see that Eq. (44) is the same

as in Eq. (40).
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the main objectives of this study can be
7
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summarized as: 1) investigation of rain/no rain condition for
planning and simulation of HF radio wave communication
systems; 2) characterization of the rainfall field within a wide
range of space-time scales. With this in mind, we described a
new comprehensive space-time model of point rainfall rate
and its associated rainfield synthesizer called GRAM. Clearly,
one of the main advantages of GRAM is that the rainfall rate
process is differentiable. This is not, for example, the case in
alternative models such as the Maseng-Bakken Model in [21].
We investigated the integrated rainfall rate fields through
averaging the rainfall rate over an area of size
and/or
over a period of time . Remarkably, a good experimental fit
has been achieved between the theoretical correlation function
( ) of
and the empirical radial correlation function
rainfall rate measured from rain radar networks using the
proposed formula. This level of fit is self-evident and
demonstrates that the exponential model can provide a strong
argument for modeling the correlation function of rainfall rate
in both space and time domains. In addition, we also looked at
the impact of space and time averaging on rain intermittence
and found that the dynamic characteristics of rainfall rate will
become much slower with long range of spatial and temporal
scale dependence. Furthermore, we have developed a new
mathematical model that delivers good approximation of the
probability of rain occurrence for different spatial and
temporal integration scales. As such, this proposed model has
the potential to provide significant cost reductions in satellite
communication system deployment by better integrating the
strengths of both radar systems and rain gauge networks.
Finally, we provided the analysis of fractional rainy area in
details so that the volume of rain has been well modelled.
Using these studied quantities the rainfall rate field can be
reasonably generated to simulate the instantaneous joint fade
experienced by all the links in an arbitrary microwave network.
In addition, we reckon that the proposed equations for
modeling the rainfield characteristics have some limitations:
they are only valid for cases where either the spatial
integration length or the temporal integration length is
constant, whilst the other is changing. Since rain is highly
variable in both space and time simultaneously, our future
work will focus on characterizing the 3D space-time rainfall
fields in 3D space-time domain follow the lead given in [11].

1. Choose an arbitrary origin in
and generate lines
labeled by index passing through the origin with unit vector
).
with phase uniformly distributed over ,
2. Along each line , generate a 1D discrete random process
( ) with zero mean and covariance ( ) where is the
coordinate on line . This is done by computing the spectral
density function
( )

( ) (

∫

)

(48)

and then synthesizing the random time series
using sum over harmonics:
()

∑

, (

)

-

(

( ) on line
)

(49)

),
where
are independent random phase over ,
(
. )
and
for
. The
- and so
spectrum is truncated to ,
.
3. Onto line , orthogonally project each point
with
coordinates of the Gaussian field where we want to generate
values and assign to each point the coordinate on line .
Assign to point, the value:
( )

√

∑

(

)

(50)

In practice, the authors in [22] recommend that at least 20
) should be used for good accuracy.
lines (
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